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President’s Report
Philip Vandermeer, MLA President

N

o matter how tired and burnt
out I am going into the annual MLA meeting, I always
emerge from it renewed, refreshed,
and ready to tackle new challenges.
This has been happening to me since
my first meeting in 1989, and after
twenty meetings with the same experience I have finally gotten to the
point where I am able to predict my
transformed attitude. I knew that the
Newport meeting was the tonic I
needed and it did not disappoint.
And I would like to think that the
theme of “renewal” was apparent to
all of us in many tangible ways this
year.
The remodeling of the Hyatt
made the renewal theme more than
a metaphor to me. We were physically confronted with dripping hallways, hammering construction workers, and the ever present smell of
sawdust in the air, though there was
always a smiling, helpful member of
the Hyatt staff waiting to try to make
things right. Our convention management team of Gordon Rowley and
Paula Hickner truly worked with the
Hyatt staff above and beyond the call
of duty to make this conference
work and we are forever grateful. I
want to personally thank all the
members of MLA who attended the
conference this year for your good
natured flexibility, because without
your cooperation our meeting would
have failed.
The renewal of our membership
is always encouraging and it was
wonderful to see more than fifty new
members and first-time attendees.
The knowledge, enthusiasm, and
new ideas that are being brought into
our association by these individuals
will continue to make our organization dynamic and relevant. I especially appreciated the fact that there
were four Freeman Award winners
this year: Kasey Chandler, Laurie
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Lake, Anne Shelley,
and David Winjum.
I look forward to
the years ahead when we might be
able to award travel grants in greater
numbers.
As a process, renewal always involves elements going away and
new elements replacing the old. This
sort of change is often what we have
to deal with in our own libraries, and
sometimes the point of the changes
is lost on us. Change for change’s
sake helps no one. This year the
Task Force to Review the MLA Committee Structure presented us with a
draft of proposed changes to MLA
and we had a productive, positive
meeting in Newport to discuss the
proposals. I appreciated all the individuals who got up so early on a
Saturday morning to participate, and
I especially appreciated the thoughtful, civilized conversation both in
support and dissent. The task force
received much good feedback and
will be taking all comments into consideration as they rethink and refine
their proposal. I am convinced that
the revised document will provide
an excellent roadmap to follow in
the renewal of our association’s
structure. These are first steps toward
some ongoing changes that we will
be taking to make MLA more responsive and more relevant to its members and the outside world.
As always we are saddened at
the loss of key members of MLA. At
our business meeting in Newport we
were able to celebrate the lives of
Olga Buth, James Fuld, and H. Wiley
Hitchcock, individuals who played
key roles in MLA in its history, and
who made major contributions to
our profession through their work.
We also had the incredible honor of
saying goodbye to Susan T. “Suki”
Sommer, who, as one of her final
gifts in life, left her hospice care to
be with us, her extended family. To
continued on next page
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Panel Offers Perspectives on Newport and the Jazz Festival
It is a fitting beginning to the
77th Annual Meeting of the Music
Library Association to have the opening plenary session, “Newport Jazz
Festival: Perspectives on Its History,
Present and Future,” introduce MLA
members to the jazz festival. Newport, Rhode Island and jazz are intimately linked in the public’s mind
through the festival, but many are
not acquainted with the history of
that relationship. The session, sponsored by the Black Music Collections
Roundtable and Popular Music
Roundtable, brought together four
panelists who could speak authoritatively about the jazz festival, as
they shared their observations and
experiences.
The session, noted session chair
Andrew Leach, was dedicated to the
memory of Elaine Lorillard, who was
instrumental in founding the Newport Jazz Festival. Although it had
been hoped that she could attend
the plenary session, Ms. Lorillard
died last November at the age of 93.
Another luminary, George Wein, the
founder of the festival in 1954, was
present in the audience and warmly
acknowledged often throughout the
plenary by both presentators and audience members.
Jazz historian, musician and author, Anthony Agostinelli, opened

by playing a rare recording of the
but he sent an essay that was read
first jazz festival, a radio broadcast
by MLA’s own Vincent Pelote (Instifrom “the grounds of the hundred
tute of Jazz Studies, Rutgers).
year old casino at Newport, Rhode
Morgenstern reminded listeners just
Island, where the birth of the first
what a novelty the Newport Jazz
American Jazz festival is in progress,”
Festival was in 1954. Newport was
as the announcer, John Hicks, prosynonymous with an “elevated social
claimed. Drawing upon his research,
stratum,” while jazz still had a “someAgostinelli provided context about
what disreputable aura” for the
the festival, relating how Newport
general public. Bringing these two
has had a love/hate relationship with
together, presenting jazz in the “tony
the festival over the years, and exconfines of the local tennis club” in
plaining George Wein’s importance
Newport, was news.
in founding and establishing the
Morgenstern recounted how the
festival.
genius of the early festival genre
Agostinelli related several quotes
was the bringing together of all the
from George Wein, derived from a
various jazz artists and styles from
1978 interview with the producer.
around the country to perform on a
Although many people
single stage. Performing on
mark the festival as a rea single stage was educabirth of jazz in America, Jazz always has tional and influential for
Wein in the interview a public, but it’s audience members and pernever a mass
placed the festival in conformers, as they listened to
public
text, saying, “I never
jazz styles and artists with
thought that jazz is hot or
whom they were not well
that jazz is cold or jazz is
acquainted. The multi-stage
on the wane. Jazz always has a pubformat of today’s festivals does not
lic, but it’s never a mass public. The
lend itself to that kind of interaction.
Newport Jazz Festival did spark, not
The early Newport Jazz Festivals
a resurgence of jazz, but sparked a
were also reunions, as jazz artists
surge of jazz.”
from around the country joined old
Panel member Dan Morgenfriends that circumstances and geostern (Director, Institute of Jazz
graphic distance had separated.
Studies, Rutgers University) was unThe final two panel members,
able to attend the MLA conference,
legendary record producer George
Avakian and journalist and author
Nate Chinen, gave insights into the
history of the festival and into how
myths and inaccuracies can become
continued from previous page
much new members meant to her, I
part of that history.
see this lion of our profession one
think Suki might be proud of our
Avakian related several backlast time before she died
efforts to make them feel
stage stories about the 1958 jazz feswas a privilege we cannot
welcome. And I would
tival and the film that was made
Our profession
overstate.
hope that we, as the
about it: Jazz on a Summer’s Day.
and association
But in our sadness, I
trustees of the legacy of all
He explained how the credits of the
is in a constant
think back to those fifty or
those who have passed on
film do not accurately reflect the
state of renewal
so first-time attendees and
this year, will continue to
contributions of some involved with
I am cheered that our protake their legacy seriously,
the project. Chinen commented,
fession and association is in a conkeep it healthy, and prepare to pass
“Everyone here is certainly aware of
stant state of renewal. Knowing how
it on to those who will come later.
continued on page 4
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Teaching Music Bibliography
Kathleen Abromeit,
Oberlin Conservatory
Paul Cary (Baldwin-Wallace
College) introduced Thursday’s MLA
2008 session, Teaching Music Bibliography, with some brief biographical remarks about the three presenters: Keith Cochran (Indiana
University), Dan Zager (Eastman
School of Music), and Alec McLane
(Wesleyan University).
The first speaker was Keith
Cochran, presenting, “Scholarly
Editions, Historical Monuments
and Sets.” He first outlined the fundamental sources used in working
with these editions. He then focused
his talk on three aspects of historical
editions, and how scholars and performers can profit by using them.
The first is the purpose of scholarly editions and a description of
some of the factors that affect the editorial process. Cochran discussed
how historical sets do represent the
composer’s music without editorial

Semiramide for the Rossini edition to
intervention. Harold in Italy was
explore this impact.
used to illustrate this point, and
In closing, Cochran discussed his
Cochran discussed various editions
goal that students understand that
of the piece. In addition, he emphascholarly editions, historical monusized that these editions are useful
ments and sets seek to represent the
resources for learning the historical
composer’s intentions as fully as posbackground and the genesis of a
sible, and to assist musicians in makwork, stating that all too often stuing informed decisions about interdents tend to rely only on biographipreting the work.
cal studies for this kind of informaIn his paper, “Teaching Music
tion and are not aware of how
Bibliography,” Dan Zager opened
helpful scholarly editions can be.
by stating that his presentation preSecondly, Cochran discussed
supposed a graduate
how scholarly editions
class in music bibliograreflect changes in the disScholarly
phy intended primarily
cipline of musicology and
changes in the musical editions reflect for master’s level students
canon. These changes
changes in the in performance. Zager
chose to focus on RISM
may indicate that a comdiscipline of
(Répertoire International
poser’s status has been
musicology
des Sources Musicales),
revised upwards in the
stating that his goal is
musical canon. He cited,
“providing the music student perfor example, the publication of
spectives and methodologies that
Rossini’s and Verdi’s works in scholwill prove helpful in graduate
arly editions as an indicator that their
coursework as well as in subsequent
works were at last deemed worthy of
performances, research, and writing
study. He made use of Rossini’s
during a professional career in music.” Zager stated that undergraduate
training, whether in the studio or in
music literature and repertory
such a sensational performance, and
classes, may not have included attenI am responsible for starting it.” He
tion to the ways that editors and
admitted, “I’m responsible for having
their editions have an impact on persaid to Bill Coss of Metronome that
formances. He further stated that for
the reaction to his performance of
comparative analysis, a student
“ ‘Round Midnight” convinced me
should be able to identify all availthat I better record him.”
able modern editions of a given
The truth can be discerned from
work, regardless of whether they are
the recording of the performance.
owned locally. Intelligent use of the
“At the end of the first number, there
local online catalog as well as
are 11 ½ seconds of moderate apWorldCat is critical in identifying and
plause. After “ ‘Round Midnight,”
locating those editions.
there are 12 seconds of moderate apEventually the student may wish
plause. After the third number, there
to know what primary source docuare 12 ½ seconds of moderate apments might be available—composer
plause.” In fact, Avakian “never
autographs, contemporaneous scribal
imagined that [Davis] would burst
copies, and printed editions issued
forth the way he did.”
continued on next page

Panel Offers Perspectives continued . . .
continued from page 3
the way in which recordings bear
witness to history. And this story illustrates how not just the content of
the recording, but also the credit of
the recording, then becomes part
of the history that is understood.”
Myths are also part of the history
of the Newport Jazz festival. One
story involves Miles Davis’ performance of “ ‘Round Midnight” in the
1955 festival. It has been widely reported that the sensational response
of the audience after the performance inspired George Avakian to
sign Davis to a contract with
Columbia. Avakian revealed, “These
myths spring up about how it was
4
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BCC News Hour: Breaking News and Reports in
Music Cataloging
Rya Martin,
University of Virginia
Over 100 attendees packed the
Vanderbilt room on Saturday morning to hear the latest in music cataloging in a session sponsored by the
Bibliographic Control Committee.
BCC Chair Nancy Lorimer led the
session with assistance from subcommittee chairs Margaret Kaus (Authorities), Kathy Glennan (Descriptive),
Jim Alberts (MARC), Beth Flood (Subject Access), Mark Scharff (liaison to
CC:DA), and several invited guests.

Subcommittee Reports
Jim Alberts reported that the
Joint Steering Committee ( JSC) for
the Development of RDA brought a
discussion paper to MARBI at midwinter on encoding RDA in MARC
21. JSC was encouraged to proceed
with an RDA/MARC proposal for
ALA annual in Anaheim. This discussion paper, as well as a proposal to
make the 440 field obsolete and several other MARBI proposals that have
impact on music cataloging, are
available at http://www.loc.gov/
marc/marbi/2008.

Kathy Glennan reported that
Descriptive has been immersed in
reading and providing comments on
RDA and related documents. She invited all attendees to the session immediately following the “BCC News
Hour,” entitled “RDA: Update, Discussion, and Implementation Plans.”
Beth Flood announced that Subject Access’s conference session,
“Music Vocabularies and Subject
Access,” will be posted online. The
conversion of genre/form headings
from the 150 field to 155 and the
continued on page 6

Teaching Music Bibliography continued . . .
continued from previous page
during the composer’s lifetime. Zager
very eloquently pointed out that the
reason to teach RISM, with specific
instruction on its three series is not
so much to show how an important
series of library reference sources
works, but rather to talk about the
concept of primary source documents. Working backward chronologically from modern editions to
the sources, Zager said will often resolve performance-related questions
prompted by the modern edition. He
concluded with a quick note about
where he inserts the RISM within the
overall music bibliography class.
Alec McLane spoke third, on
“Garland Encyclopedia of World
Music as a Reference Tool.” He began by stating that he was not presenting a review of either the print or
online versions, but rather a general
assessment of the special value of
this resource for music research. He
proceeded to discuss four aspects of
the Garland Encyclopedia of World
Music (GEWM ): bibliographic tool;
M L A Newsletter • No. 152

significance of organization; ethnomusicology or “world music” resource; and a comparison of the online and print versions.
McLane pointed out that in any
field it is necessary to establish an infrastructure of expertise and scholarly influence, and with GEWM one
can see hierarchies—editors, editors
as authors, other contributors. For
example: Larry Witzleben in the East
Asia volume is editor and also author
of three articles on China. Clearly,
other authors of Chinese articles in
that volume are known by Witzleben, creating a “spheres of influence” model.
The encyclopedia set is arranged
geographically rather than alphabetically, putting similar musics in same
volumes, and lending a clearer picture of how musical cultures develop
in close proximity to each other.
McLane noted the difficulties that
may arise from this type of organization. For example, Ruth Stone, in her
preface to v. 10, said that there were
editorial questions as to, for exam-

ple, where to put an article on music
and Islam: Middle East or Africa?
McLane explained that eventually a
decision was made to have the same
topics in different volumes, stating
that “ ‘Place’ governs the general organization, reflecting the fact that the
field of ethnomusicology treats music
as a local phenomenon, regardless of
how significant global movements
may appear.”
Finally, McLane raised the issue
of ethnomusicology vs. “world music,” stating that in some ways the
presentation in GEWM is about
world music. He noted that you can
find whatever you want to know
about flutes in Ecuador, and yet
many of the articles in each volume
are not at all devoted to particular
musics, but to processes and issues.
McLane concluded his presentation
saying that it is crucial to stress that
ethnomusicology treats the interaction of musical activity with economic, social, political, sexual, and
all manner of other activities with
equal importance in any society.
5
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BCC News Hour continued . . .
continued from page 5
650 to 655 has been implemented for
moving images by the Library of
Congress’s Cataloging Policy and
Support Office (CPSO), which will
now move on to radio genre/form
terms. Large-scale conversion to music genre/form headings is under
discussion. A Subject Authority Cooperative Program (SACO) music
funnel is also underway, an initiative
that will provide music catalogers
with a clearer way to contribute
headings and should be a boon for
establishing popular music headings
in particular.
Margaret Kaus reported that
Authorities is reviewing RDA, part 2.
She noted that the musical sharp is
now being used in authority records,
replacing the number sign. Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean (CJK) characters will soon begin to appear in 4xx
and 6xx fields.
Playaways Task Force
The MLA/OLAC Joint Task Force
on Playaway Cataloging, a collaboration between OLAC’s Cataloging
Policy Committee (CAPC) and the
BCC’s Descriptive Cataloging Subcommittee, has circulated its Guide
to Cataloging Playaway Devices
Based on AACR2r Chapters 6 and 9.
In the initial round of comments, debate centered around the choice of
leader code and general material
designation (GMD). While the leader
is encoded for sound recording, the
GMD is [electronic resource]. When
finalized, an announcement will be
posted to MLA-L.
LC Popular Sound Recording
Records in OCLC
A new initiative at the Library of
Congress, aimed at keeping current
with cataloging for popular music
sound recordings, uses leased meta6

data from All Media Guide’s All
for publication in 2009, but RDA imMusic Guide as the basis for the bibplementation is likely to necessitate
liographic record. Joe Bartl from LC’s
updates in short order.
Special Materials Cataloging Division
explained that OCLC’s lifting of the
LC Working Group on the Future
restriction on duplicate records alof Bibliographic Control
lows these to be loaded into OCLC.
The Library of Congress has
Descriptive portions of the record
been exploring the issue of biblioare reviewed and edited to conform
graphic control in earnest since 2000,
to what is on the piece itself. All
as evidenced by a series of papers
standard numeric identifiers are inand documents cited in the Working
cluded, as well as headings for comGroup’s report (available at http://
posers and performers. LC attempts
www.loc.gov/bibliographic-future/
to map the subgenre and genre
news/lcwg-ontherecord-jan08headings to Library of Confinal.pdf ). Joe Bartl, prefgress subject headings.
acing his remarks with a reLC has been
These are level 3 records,
minder that the recommenexploring the
and institutions are encourdations are not issuing from
issue of
aged to upgrade records as
LC, gave a summary of LC’s
bibliographic
they encounter them, alresponse to the document.
control in
though currently there is no
Four working groups have
earnest
provision for reloading rebeen formed to study varivised records back into LC’s catalog.
ous portions of the document and
report back to Associate Librarian for
MLA/RBMS Joint Committee on
Library Services Deanna Marcum. LC
Early Printed Music
will then respond to each recomNancy Lorimer, liaison to the
mendation and post a formal reJoint Committee, gave an update on
sponse in May. Citing FRBR and RDA
the progress on Descriptive Cataas the “elephants in the room,” Joe
loging of Rare Materials (Music)
noted that there have been no deci(DCRM(M)), a manual that will prosions at LC regarding its future invide guidance in the cataloging of
volvement with either RDA or FRBR.
rare and early music materials.
He sees the report as valuable in
Following the publication last year of
making the decision-making process
Descriptive Cataloging of Rare
more transparent so that all conMaterials (Books), the Music Joint
cerned parties can be apprised of the
Committee (now officially the Music
reasoning behind any decisions that
Joint Task Group) met with the ediare made.
torial board of DCRM at ALA
Midwinter. Discussions centered priMetadata Working Group Report
marily on incorporating music manuAfter reviewing the group’s
script rules and on the use of copycharge—to examine elements used
right dates in Area 4 (MARC21 260
to control music materials and defield). MLA’s position on the use of
velop best practices for use and
actual and not inferred dates in this
transfer between schema—Stephen
field will be sent in a response to the
Davison, Chair of the Metadata
Board. A group headed by Laura
Working Group, gave highlights from
Yust is compiling examples for use
its recently submitted final report.
in the document. DCRM(M) is slated
continued on next page
M L A Newsletter • No. 152
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Observations of a First-Time Attendee
Anne Shelley is completing an
M.A. in Library and Information
Science at the University of Iowa.
I was honored to have been
awarded one of the 2008 Kevin
Freeman Travel Grants. En route to
Providence, I thumbed through the
member handbook that I had received only days earlier. After scanning the bylaws and committee
charges, I came upon the listings of
contributors for the past year. I was
struck by how many individuals allocated their donation toward the
Freeman fund, and I kept that in
mind the whole time I was in Newport. Several meeting attendees
spoke nostalgically about Kevin, recalling the enthusiasm with which he
greeted new attendees. I imagine he
would be proud to know that today’s
MLA members are so supportive of
those who are new to music librarianship and that they believe so

strongly in the importance of professional development.
While reflecting on my experiences in Newport and my overall impression of MLA, I came up with
some advice for next year’s first-time
attendees. It’s a meager list, but perhaps someone will find it helpful.
Thanks to MLA for providing a warm
and informative introduction to the
association.
You will be marked by colorful
ribbons and people will notice them.
Be prepared to shake some hands.
If the van driver asks you what
kind of music you like to listen to,
and you say ‘choral’, he might think
you’re talking about Jimmy Buffet
(coral).
Get more familiar with MLA and
the profession through the Mentoring
Program.
Don’t sit by the same person
twice.

BCC News Hour continued . . .
continued from previous page
With considerable changes in the
metadata landscape since the convening of the group, the formation of
guidelines rather than a new schema
for music materials was thought
more advisable. This was due in part
to the difficulty of adapting a single
schema to the variety of types of music needing description. Since instructions for administrative and
technical metadata are being handled
well by others groups or are in flux,
the group opted to omit those from
the final report. Steven applauded
the MLA Task Force on Restructuring’s recommendation for a longterm, continuing metadata group and
thanked all members of the working
group. The report will be posted following the meeting at: http://www
M L A Newsletter • No. 152

.musiclibraryassoc.or g/BCC/
BCC-Historical/BCC2008/
BCC2008MSWG1.html. A related
document, Musical Attributes, Refinements, and Recommendations for
their Use, will be available at: http://
www.musiclibraryassoc.org/BCC/
BCCHistorical/BCC2008/BCC2008
MSWG2.html.
BCC Announcements
Mark Scharff is replacing Kathy
Glennan as Chair of Descriptive. Outgoing Chair Nancy Lorimer passed
the torch (in the form of an MLA
umbrella) to Kathy Glennan. Suki
Sommer’s original Lady Liberty torch
will be sent following the conference
via U.S. mail. All were invited to send
concerns, ideas or comments to the
BCC.

If you immortalize Liszt in an oil
painting, people will pay you to
keep it.
Meet the Luminaries of today because they might be in remembrance
at the next meeting.
Develop your passion for the
profession.
Join the jazz band—it was my
first chance to play since high school.
Attend the Résumé Review Service and have your résumé constructively and helpfully torn to pieces.
Play the matching game of putting faces with names, as seen in
Notes and on MLA-L.
Learn about your future colleagues’ professional anxieties and
joys because they will soon be yours.
Enjoy meeting your extended
family for the first time.
Enjoy plenary session wisdom:
Music is at the heart of what we do.
Be updated on new technological initiatives.
Realize that no two institutions
seem to be doing things the same.
Get to the poster sessions early
because they’re not there long and
they’re going to be crowded.
People are eager to offer advice
and happy to introduce themselves.

Singing with the MLA Big Band.
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RDA Update
Kathy Glennan,
University of Maryland

constituency review in July. They
implementation scenarios, running
will make this available on their Web
the gamut from our current unlinked
site (http://www.collectionscanada
flat record structure to an object.ca/jsc/working1.html), along with
oriented database structure.
Report on the session, “RDA: Upother supporting documents.
Separate current efforts on the
date, Discussion, and ImplementaThe JSC expects to roll out a
part of MLA’s Bibliographic Control
tion Plans,” sponsored by the
working prototype of RDA at the
Committee and the music specialists
Bibliographic Control Committee
August 2008 IFLA conference, with
at the Library of Congress have reKathy Glennan (University of
final publication in early 2009 and
sulted in separate rule change proMaryland), Chair of MLA’s Descripimplementation later that
posals. These include making a
tive Cataloging Subyear. Keeping to this
clearer separation between adaptacommittee and voting
JSC expects to roll
timetable requires extions (new works) and arrangements
member of ALA’s Comout a working
tremely tight deadlines
(new expressions) and further simmittee on Cataloging:
prototype of RDA
for review. In addition,
plification and clarification of the inDescription and Access
at the August 2008
MARBI (ALA’s Machinestructions as they relate to music.
(CC:DA),
and
Mark
IFLA conference
Readable Bibliographic
The JSC still has much to resolve
Scharff (Washington UniInfor mation committee)
before the final publication of RDA,
versity in St. Louis),
must specify all the necessary
including review of constituency
MLA’s liaison to CC:DA, provided an
changes to the MARC21 Biblicomments on over one half of the
update on the progress of creating
ographic and Authority Formats at
draft instructions, deciding just how
and implementing RDA: Resource
the upcoming ALA Annual Meeting
much of the existing AACR2 pracDescription and Access, the catato accommodate RDA.
tices should change at this time,
loging standard under development
The latest RDA reorganization
completing and reviewing the glosto replace AACR2.
more closely ties the instructions to
sary and general introduction and
Their joint PowerPoint presentathe FRBR (Functional Requirements
testing the new online interface.
tion addressed how MLA fits into the
for Bibliographic Records) and FRAD
The Music Library Association
overall development structure, the
(Functional Requirements for Auwill still have an opportunity to propast and current time lines for prothority Data) models, including the
vide feedback in the RDA developducing RDA, some promised features
use of more of the entity/attribute
ment process, so the Subcommittee
of the new online interface, the
terminology. In addition, RDA must
on Descriptive Cataloging welcomes
probable impact on MARC21, the latbe able to function under different
your comments on RDA at any time.
est reorganization of the rules, an
overview of potential implementation scenarios, and the remaining isPublications News
sues needing resolution.
New
Publication
The RDA development process
MLA is pleased to announce a new Technical Report, Shelflisting
arose out of the International ConMusic:
Guidelines for Use with the Library of Congress Classification: M, 2nd
ference on the Principles and Future
edition,
by Richard P. Smiraglia. For more information on this and other
Development of AACR (1997:
MLA/Scarecrow
Publications, see the MLA Web site under the “Publications”
Toronto), with new draft rules issued
link.
by the Joint Steering Committee for
the Development of RDA ( JSC) for
MLA and A-R Editions Announce Co-Publishing Agreement
constituency review beginning in
Beginning January 1, 2008, MLA will co-publish its three book series
Dec. 2004 and continuing through the
with A-R Editions. The publication schedule is in preparation; information
present. Regular assessment by variwill be posted as it becomes available at http://www.areditions.com/
ous international groups has caused
books/MLA-Book-Series.html.
significant rethinking of the overall
Books published prior to January 1, 2008 are still available from Scareorganization of RDA on a fairly regucrow Press. For more information about MLA publications, check the MLA
lar basis. The JSC expects to release
Web site.
the final, complete draft of RDA for
8
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Annual Meeting

Music Vocabularies and Subject Access Explored
Damian Iseminger,
New England Conservatory
On Thursday, February 21, 2008,
the Subject Access Subcommittee,
chaired by Beth Flood, Music and
Media Cataloger at Harvard University, presented a program on music vocabularies and subject access at
the Music Library Association (MLA)
meeting in Newport, RI. Topics explored included the potential development of a prototype project at the
Library of Congress in collaboration
with MLA for the implementation of
genre/form headings in the Library
of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH),
presented by Geraldine Ostrove,
Cataloging Policy and Support Office
(CPSO), Library of Congress (LC); a
description of the Ethnographic
Thesaurus by Catherine Hiebert
Kerst, Folklife Specialist/Archivist,
American Folklife Center, read by
Geraldine Ostrove; a discussion concerning future directions in subject
access for music, presented by Jenn
Riley, Metadata Librarian, Digital
Library Program, Indiana University;
and a presentation on social tagging
and music by Stacy Allison-Cassin,
Music Cataloger, York University
Libraries.
Geraldine Ostrove’s presentation, “LCSH Genre/Form Headings
for Musical Works: Considerations for a Prototype Project,” addressed plans for a proposed joint
LC/MLA project. It would consist of
two parts, the first being a large retrospective conversion of existing
musical terms in 150 or 650 MARC21
fields (topical subject headings) to
155 or 655 fields (genre/form headings), and a smaller component involving the creation of new X55
terms as needed in existing cataloging. There are currently other
form/genre projects at LC, including
M L A Newsletter • No. 152

the creation of form/genre terms for
motion pictures and radio, but nothing approaching the proposed scale
of this project. CPSO is hoping that it
would serve as a prototype for other
form/genre projects in the future.
Ms. Ostrove stressed that this
project has not yet been approved
by LC or MLA and that many
specifics still need to be considered
and worked out. These include the
selection of existing 150 authority
records as candidates for conversion
to 155 records; the treatment of
legacy data; the identification of existing 650 headings that do not have
authority records and creation of 155
authority records for these headings;
issues impacting the syndetic structure of LCSH; and the workload, in
which MLA is envisioned as being responsible for a large portion of the
conversion work. Ms. Ostrove also
proposed the creation of an administrative body that will formulate policy and oversee the implementation
of the project. It would be responsible for the managing the project, creating a work schedule, determining
eligibility requirements for those
who wish to participate, training,
monitoring general developments in
LCSH, and advising LC on issues of
155 and 655 implementation.
Ms. Ostrove next presented a
paper by Catherine Hiebert Kerst
entitled “The Ethnographic Thesaurus: A Controlled Vocabulary
and Archival Tool.” The thesaurus,
developed by the American Folklore
Society in cooperation with the
American Folklife Center, Library of
Congress, with support provided by
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation,
went live in a beta version in Fall
2007 and is available at http://et
.afsnet.org/. It is freely available to
all and users of the thesaurus may
suggest changes at the Web site. It is

comprised of 25 facets, clusters of
terms that share a principle characteristic. Within each cluster, terms are
arranged hierarchically, using standard thesaurus nomenclature such as
broader, narrower, and related terms.
As of this time the thesaurus is undergoing a detailed examination for
compliance with the ANSI/NISO
Z39.19 standard. There are plans in
the works to move the thesaurus to a
new server and provision has been
made to maintain the thesaurus over
time. The Ethnographic Thesaurus
group welcomes all comments and
questions and these may be submitted at http://et.afsnet.org/contact
.html. Those interested in the ongoing work on the thesaurus may
also subscribe to the Ethnographic
Thesaurus listserv at http://et.afsnet
.org/listserv.html.
“Next-Generation Subject Access for Music: Infrastructure
Needs” by Jenn Riley, examined the
types of terms used as access points
for music, various implementations
of music vocabularies in existing
digital projects, the roles controlled
vocabularies play in finding and collocating materials, and what is
needed in the future to implement
and expand on these vocabularies.
Ms. Riley began by stating that in
current practice there are several categories of subject terms used for
music. These include terms for topics, instrumentation, form/genre/
style, geography, time period, cultural groups, languages, and names.
In order to take advantage of all
these types of subjects in the digital
environment, these concepts all have
to be known in a machine-readable
way. Ms. Riley then provided examples of how the Digital Library
Project at Indiana University has attempted to provide subject access in
continued on page 11
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In Memoriam
Susan (Suki) Thiemann Sommer (1935–2008)
Our beloved Suki Sommer, honorary member of MLA, former president, editor of Notes and of Fontes, past chief of the New
York Public Library’s Music Division, indefatigable speaker and writer, and the best exemplar of music librarianship imaginable,
passed away on March 4, 2008, at her New York apartment. If she had been a
baseball player—she loved sports—her number would have been retired long
ago. As it is, we can’t even retire her name, but however many wonderful music librarians we’ll have in the future, there will never be another Suki. Indeed,
future members of our profession were an abiding interest of hers. Several
dozen librarians credit her with bringing them into the field. She was devoted
to making sure that young, talented “newbies” were made to feel welcome so
she set up a fund to sponsor the first-time attendees reception at MLA meetings.
The instant response to Suki’s death among MLA members, through
phone calls, postings, e-mails, and, as she thought of them, the more newfangled ways of communicating, evinced the amazing love and esteem in which
she was held. Suki was no fan of text messaging, “blue teeth,” or even computers themselves. A familiar mantra of hers was, “Computers can do anything
. . . but will they?” She did not, to my knowledge, own a digital camera. In any
case, she disdained taking snapshots. Instead, she would often stop in her
tracks, explaining, “Let me look at this view for a moment . . . there, I’ve
recorded it in my memory.” Nevertheless, she loved being sent photographs of
friends and colleagues that reminded her of past MLA and IAML meetings.
Suki was never boring. Anytime she spoke at meetings or took part in idle
conversations, we could count on her to bring up something interesting or
provide a new slant on an old topic. Seeking a memorable way of introducing
the effects on music of the new (yawn!) copyright act of 1976, Suki asked her
class in music librarianship at Columbia University to present a play on the
subject at a chapter meeting. The show, a series of connected skits, would become the famous “Ariadne auf Xerox,” in which Suki herself played—hammed
up, I should say—the character Public Domain, who sexily spoke the immortal words, “Now Pluto, don’t pretend you don’t
know me. How can you forget? You’ve used me often! ”
Suki was raised in suburban Greenwich, Connecticut, but when, at the age of 26, she began working at The New York
Public Library, she became the quintessential New Yorker. Home for her and her dear husband, Bob, was a small, rent-controlled
apartment on West 112th Street, right across the street from a bookstore; half a block from the Cathedral of Saint John the Divine
which, like Suki, was constantly under construction and growth; a block from Broadway and Tom’s Restaurant, whose exterior
appears in most Seinfeld episodes; two blocks from Columbia; two-and-a-half from the renowned Hungarian Pastry Shop, where
Jean-Paul Sartre would not have felt out of place; and a few minutes’ subway or bus ride to the Metropolitan Opera, which she
loved to attend, and other concert halls and venues for music, which she patronized religiously.
If a sense of humor is a rough measure of a person’s intellect, Suki’s IQ must have broken 200. The nurse, as she was leaving Suki twelve hours before the end with a pleasant “so, take it easy,” got from her client a smile and the reply “Fat chance!”
delivered in a weak but determined voice. For the MLA meeting in Newport, Rhode Island, Suki ordered a special outfit to wear
at the banquet, duly delivered by Maureen Buja, who had it custom-made for her in Hong Kong. As those who attended the
event or have seen pictures on the Web know, she came dressed as the Countess from Pique Dame. She sported a long black
skirt, red cummerbund, and black sash, adorned with jewelry and funny pins. She then posed for photographs, holding a handstaff and affecting a sneer that was tempered by a sly smile.
Suki was thrilled to be at Newport and talk with so many friends and admirers. Last fall, when the cancer from which she
suffered had advanced beyond the point where treatments could help, she entered home hospice care. At the time, she asked
her hospice doctor to please keep her alive long enough to travel to the MLA meeting in February. The doctor, nurses, and caretakers did what they could, but she herself made it happen, through sheer determination. During her final week, she said over
and over how happy she was to have spoken with so many members of her MLA family at the meeting. She was tickled that
people actually lined up to see her. And she was proud to receive a long, standing ovation at the business meeting when development officer Paula Matthews announced that Suki had made yet another substantial donation. Of course, the members also applauded because she had contributed so much in nonmonetary terms.
Many people she met soon felt they were her best friends; I am proud to have been one of that multitude.
— Michael Ochs
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Committee Reports
Bibliographic Control
Committee
Nancy Lorimer,
Stanford University
Members: Voting: Nancy Lorimer (Chair), Jim Alberts, Beth Flood,
Kathy Glennan, Sue Vita (LC representative), Mark Scharff (CC:DA liaison); Mickey Koth (MCB editor (absent)); Non-voting: Jay Weitz (OCLC),
Rya Martin (neé Mary Prendergast)
(Webmaster/Recording Secretary)
The Bibliographic Control Committee held two business meetings
and presented two programs at the
Newport conference, one on the
current status of RDA, presented by
Kathy Glennan and Mark Scharff,
and one on current topics in music
cataloging. Both programs took

place on Saturday, February 23. The
heard from the OLAC list and other
Subject Access Subcommittee also
sources, mostly regarding the use of
presented a program on
“electronic resource” for
music vocabularies. All the
the GMD. In the end, the
The programs
programs were well atcommittee voted to accept
were well
tended with standing-room
the draft unchanged, with
attended with
only crowds in a room that standing-room only one minor question
seated 120 people. Specific
regarding the meaning of
only crowds
program reports are ap“speed” in relation to a
pended to the end of this document.
Playaway. The chair will forward the
The first BCC business meeting
committee’s decision to the chair of
began with discussion of the work of
the Playaways task force.
3 BCC-related groups: the joint MLA/
Nancy Lorimer, wearing her liaiOLAC Taskforce on Playaways; the
son hat, reported on the work of the
MLA/RBMS Joint Committee on Early
Early Printed Music Committee. Work
Printed Music; and the Metadata
on the rare and early music manual,
Working Group.
Descriptive Cataloging of Rare MateThe Playaways task force has
rials (Music) (DCRM(M)) continues
completed a draft document “Guide
and publication is scheduled for
to Cataloging Playaway Devices
early next year. All the MLA members of the committee met with the
Based on AACR2r Chapters 6 and 9”.
RBMS DCRM editorial committee at
BCC reviewed this document and
continued on page 12
discussed some of the objections

Music Vocabularies and Subject Access Explored continued . . .
continued from page 9
various projects. These include the
Ethnomusicological Video for Instruction and Analysis Digital
Archive, where subject headings are
divided into the categories of geography, social and cultural groupings,
languages, genres and performance
types, venues, and instrumentation;
IN Harmony: Sheet Music from
Indiana, which provides users with
a faceted subject heading browse by
date, genre/form, instrumentation,
topic, and location; and the Variations digitization project, in which
subject access is somewhat faceted.
Ms. Riley next explored the roles
of controlled vocabularies and what
is needed to utilize their power. In
order to assist with the cataloging of
materials, to provide collocation of
like resources, to facilitate browsing,
and to expand user queries, a more
robust digital infrastructure is needed
to fully integrate controlled vocabuM L A Newsletter • No. 152

Stacy Allison-Cassin. She examined
laries into cataloging tools and endthe rise of social tagging, or the
user interfaces. Faceted vocabularies,
adding of what are essentially unrobust syndetic structures, openly
controlled subject headings, on variavailable machine readable vocabuous music-related Web sites and how
lary files, and real-time querying of
libraries might use this rich store of
vocabularies via the Web are all
information. The use of social tagneeded. All of these are being
ging in addition to controlled vocabworked on, but none are quite ready
ulary could provide much richer
for implementation. Ms. Riley sugsubject access than tradigested that in order to
tional systems alone. While
make this a reality, librariFind ways
stressing that social tagging
ans must work collaborato expand
is not a replacement for
tively with system designtraditional
controlled
vocabularies,
ers. We need to remember
controlled
Ms. Allison-Cassin encourwhy controlled access is
vocabularies
aged librarians to find ways
valuable but also be flexiby examining
to expand traditional conble in implementing it,
social tags
trolled vocabularies by exstreamline the creation of
amining social tags, finding
controlled vocabularies,
ways to add subject relationships
learn about available technologies,
outside traditional library OPACs,
and make our vocabularies machine
and taking advantage of the collecaccessible.
tive intelligence available to librariThe final presentation, “The
Sound of the Crowd: Social
ans through the Web.
Tagging and Music,” was made by
11

Committee Reports
continued from page 11
ALA Midwinter in Philadelphia. One
unresolved issue is our disagreement
with the committee over the use of
copyright dates in Area 4. Nancy is
writing a paper supporting our viewpoint and will be submitting to BCC
members & the RBMS BSC. Nancy
also told BCC that a group at the
Library of Congress, headed by Laura
Yust, is helping find examples for
rules in the manual.
The committee next heard from
Stephen Davison and Jenn Riley of
the Metadata Working Group. The
Working Group submitted its final
report to BCC at the end of January,
and has thus completed its work.
The report mapped out important
music attributes in Dublin Core,
MODS, EAD, and MARC; promulgating these recommendations could be
the first practical application of the
report. BCC suggested that the working group should make a recommendation on how metadata should be
approached within the structure of
MLA and append this to the document. The committee then voted to
accept the document, with the understanding that the addition will be
forthcoming as long as working
group members agree.
Next, the committee discussed a
project considered at the OLACCAPC meeting at ALA to define the
attributes of work records for films
and videos, and whether BCC should
do this for music. While there was
agreement that this would be a good
project, there was discussion on
where to draw members of a group
working on this—that is, whether to
restrict it to BCC members or open it
to any MLA member. In the end, it
was suggested that the group start as
an informal BCC working group, and
then later expand to a larger group
involving other members of MLA
with the Board’s approval.
At the start of the second business meeting, Gerry Ostrove of the
12

Library of Congress met with the
committee to discuss first steps in a
project to move music form/genre
headings from 150/650 records to
155/655 records. Gerry spoke about
how she was beginning to visualize
how MLA involvement might work,
and the problems in dealing with the
LC firewalls and with the headings
themselves. A letter sent to BCC
prior to the annual meeting lays out
her initial proposals for administrating the project, and she went over
some of these ideas in the meeting.
BCC decided it needed some further
information from LC about numbers
and timeframes, while the committee
needs to decide on how to administer such a program within the MLA
structure.
The committee then moved on
to discussion of two documents submitted by the Library of Congress to
the JSC on changes to RDA. 5JSC/
LC/12 suggests major changes to
some of the music-related rules in
RDA; 5JSC/LC/11 lays out roles in
FRBR terms.
Discussion primarily centered on
LC/12. Members have had little time
to digest the document (it came out
a week before MLA), and could not
reach agreement on our response to
all of LC’s suggestions, but did on
several. Mark Scharff, as CC:DA liaison, is charged with writing up the
MLA response, which will be submitted soon after the meeting. Mark has
also been charged by CC:DA to write
their response, so we can rest assured that MLA’s views will be well
represented. The full response will
be posted as soon as possible on the
BCC Web site.
One other discussion topic at the
BCC meetings was the document recently issued by the MLA Task Force
on Committee Structure, and its suggestions related to the makeup of
BCC. These include: moving the ILS
Subcommittee, currently under the
Administration Committee, under the

umbrella of BCC; forming some sort
of metadata group; and, possibly integrating the Authorities Subcommittee into the Descriptive Subcommittee once RDA is published.
Members agree with the rationale for
moving the ILS Subcommittee, but
are somewhat uncertain about its
charge, which seems to leave out a
lot of areas covered by the subcommittee currently. It was also proposed that the subcommittee might
be more at home in some sort of
emerging technologies group in
MLA, as might the metadata group.
Another suggestion was that we
should look on these two added
groups as a place to start and that as
the next-gen catalog, metadata, and
cataloging communities evolve over
the next few years, so should these
groups. A fuller document about this
discussion will be submitted to the
task force.
Finally, I will be rotating off as
chair of the Bibliographic Control
Committee with this report. I am
grateful for the opportunity to serve
as chair and to all the subcommittee
chairs for all their hard work and
lively discussion. I am particularly indebted to Kathy Glennan for substituting for me in my first year as chair,
for all her endless work on RDA. I
am also pleased to announce that
Kathy will now take on the position
of chair of BCC. Congratulations
Kathy, and thank you.
I am also pleased to announce
that Mark Scharff, currently BCC liaison to CC:DA, will take over as chair
of the Subcommittee on Descriptive
Cataloging. MLA is lucky to have a
new chair who is already so well
versed in RDA and the workings of
CC:DA as well as such a deep background in all aspects of music cataloging. Congratulations Mark.
Note: The reports of the BCC
Subcommittees will appear in
the May/June issue of the MLA
Newsletter.
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Roundtable Reports
Toronto) suggested asking publishers
for discounts. Others mentioned examining subscriptions to see if they
were worth renewing and asking faculty for support for more funding,
Jennifer Hunt, The Boston
and implementing resource sharing
Conservatory
with other institutions.
The meeting opened with introResource sharing led us to a disductions of over 20 attendees and
cussion about collecting liberal arts
continued with a reminder about
and general education materials.
the annual survey. Completed surMost conservatory libraries rely on
veys are due by April 30th this year.
other institutions to share this mateInformation is gathered each year
rial with their library patrons. Some
to conduct an informal comparison
conservatories are part of consorof conservatory libraries. Survey retiums where the students take such
sults remain anonymous to protect
courses, and they are able to use liconfidentiality.
brary materials where the classes are
The group has been interested
taught. Other conservatories rely on
for some time in creating a way to
consortiums and/or ILL to suppleswap chamber music. Jennifer Hunt
ment these areas.
(The Boston Conservatory) has creThe group next discussed borated a wiki site that will allow for
rowing privileges for groups such
those interested to create lists of
as alumni, consortium students,
chamber music they are willing to
preparatory students, and special
give to other institutions. It was deprograms. Some institutions (Peacided to add among the existing inbody Institute and The New School)
formation on the wiki a column for
charge an alumni fee which allows
the publishers’ plate numbers and to
for borrowing privileges. The Clevenote the condition of the music, as
land Institute does not allow alumni
well as one page for music being
ILL borrowing. The North Carolina
sought and another page for music
School for the Arts issues a public
being offered. Those interested in
patron card which permits local muparticipating on the wiki may e-mail
sicians to use the library and the
Jennifer for logon instructions.
public can use the library at the
Most everyone is feeling the efRoyal College of Music in London,
fects of the weak dollar in regards to
England. Another component of liacquisitions. How do we
brary patronage includes
cope? There were many
the use of electronic subsuggestions. Peter Caleb Most everyone scription databases. Some
is feeling the
(Manhattan
School
of
institutions allow their
effects of the
Music) suggested asking
alumni use of these dataweak dollar
chief academic officers for
bases, while others charge
more funding and includa fee, and others do not aling information on the curlow alumni access to the
rent rising cost of collected editions
databases. It was suggested that liand their importance to library colbrarians should check with each venlections. Jean Toombs (Cleveland
dor to see if there is a policy in place
Institute) suggested asking publishers
for alumni use, such as with
from which institutions hold apArtSearch and possibly JSTOR.
proval plans to hold shipments until
And what do libraries do about
the next fiscal year. Cheryl Martin
fines with such types of library
(Royal Conservatory of Music,
patrons? At the Peabody Institute

Conservatories
Roundtable
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preparatory students can accrue fines
and, if they stay as college students,
may start as freshmen with fines already on their library accounts. Some
libraries are able to keep fines revenue while others must turn payments into their business offices. The
New England Conservatory is not
issuing fines, but billing students
which seems to be working to the
library’s benefit. At Curtis, lessons
can be denied to students with delinquent library fines.
The Conservatories Roundtable
is up for renewal next year. Attendees were asked to submit a letter of
interest in continuing the roundtable.
Print letters (no e-mail) must be sent
to the MLA President, Philip Vandermeer, before the 2009 MLA Chicago
meeting. Six letters need to be sent
in order for the roundtable to be
renewed.

Small Academic
Libraries Roundtable
Barbara R. Walzer,
Sarah Lawrence College
The Small Academic Libraries
Roundtable (SALRT) met on Friday
February 22, 2008 at noon in the
Aquidneck Room at the Newport
Hilton. After announcing that the
SALRT roundtable had received all
the necessary letters for renewal for
another four years, the roundtable
returned to its original focus with
lively discussions on issues pertinent
to small academic libraries. The following topics were raised and attendees shared insights and comments
on best practices:
• As more listening is taking
place online and on portable
devices such as iPods, we are
seeing a decline in use of traditional “listening stations”.
How should the space in
continued on page 14
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•

•

continued from page 13
SALRT attendees also explored
music libraries be reconfigan earlier suggestion to create a sepured to reflect this trend?
arate SALRT listserv, blog or wiki.
Some solutions included the
The consensus was that many of our
addition of computer stations
concerns were fairly universal among
with music-related software.
music librarians and could be as easOthers included the addition
ily and comfortably discussed on
of “comfy seating” or “learnMLA-L.
ing commons” spaces.
Co-chair Sarah Canino (Vassar
What are people doing about
College) sent regrets that she was
weeding and retention of LP
not able to attend our annual meetcollections? These collections
ing this year. Barbara Walzer thanked
often get little use, and in
all for her term as co-coordinator of
many cases music on them
the roundtable and announced that
has been reissued in another
Joy Pile, Middlebury College has
format. Suggestions included
been appointed new co-chair with
reformatting, off-site storage
Sarah Canino.
or establishing criteria to
On behalf of the Small Academic
weed the collections.
Libraries Roundtable we would like to
Issues surrounding funding
thank Joy Pile for her work as recordfor music resources in digital
ing secretary for the past few years.
formats versus print were
raised. Attendant problems
with digital resources were
identified—the difficulty of
going ahead with new technologies without faculty supMary Huismann, University of
port and interest, the lack of
Minnesota, Co-Coordinator
physical support such as
smart classrooms and library–
Deb Kulczak, University of
Arkansas, Co-Coordinator
focused computer technologists, the lack of high usage
The Technical Services Roundstatistics in small institutions,
table met Thursday, Feb. 21, from
and the effective promotion of
3:30–4:30, and approximately 70
new digital resources.
people attended. The first portion of
Are small academic music lithe meeting was devoted to business
braries taking advantage of
matters, with the new coapproval plans? A
coordinators introducing
show of hands
Are small
themselves and polling atdemonstrated that
academic
tendees about the format
there were very
music libraries
of future roundtable meetfew institutions that
taking advantage
ings. About half of those
had them.
of approval
present indicated they
Debates
about
plans?
preferred formal prohandling
“black
grams, while the rest faholes” (lacunae) in
vored alternating formal programs
collection development and
with open discussion forums; there
“orphan collections” (areas
were few, if any, who supported disdeveloped for a faculty memcussion forums only.
ber who has since left the inThe co-coordinators next sostitution) rounded out the
licited program ideas for the 2009
discussion.

Technical Services
Roundtable

•

•
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meeting. Suggested topics included
next generation catalogs, technical
services training, and vendorsupplied cataloging (e.g., OCLC
Cataloging Partners), particularly for
scores. Another request was RDA,
but this issue comes under the
purview the Bibliographic Control
Committee (BCC). However, more
ancillary topics such as training staff
for implementation might be considered, possibly as a joint program
with a BCC subcommittee (and likely
more appropriately for the 2010
meeting).
After the business portion of the
meeting concluded, the floor was
open for questions and general discussion. Topics included use of
shelf-ready services for music materials, catalog records for the Naxos
Music Library, source of metadata in
audio players, use of form/genre
headings and metadata from the All
Music Guide, and presence of
Encoding Level 3 records in the
OCLC database.

Calendar
25–26 April 2008
Pacific Northwest
Chapter Meeting
Victoria, B.C.
2 May 2008
Program Proposals Due
2009 MLA Annual Meeting
16–17 May 2008
Mountain–Plains
Chapter Meeting
Provo, Utah
30 May 2008
Non-Program Meeting Room
Requests Due
2009 MLA Annual Meeting
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MLA News

A. Ralph Papakhian Receives the MLA Citation
At its 2008 Annual Meeting, the
Music Library Association awarded
the MLA Citation to A. Ralph Papakhian, in recognition of his careerlong distinguished service to music
librarianship. His achievements were
summarized at the award presentation ceremony:
“A fearless advocate for the profession of music librarianship and the
people who embrace it, he has
played a central role in many of the

transformations of the world of the
music cataloger over the past three
decades, providing a source of
knowledge and inspiration to scores
of people beginning or enhancing
their careers as music librarians, and
mentoring a generation of highly
respected music catalogers. As cocreator of MLA-L, he has enhanced
communication among colleagues,
encouraged intelligent discourse,
posed gently provocative questions,
and provided a regular, calm voice

Four Receive Travel Grants to Attend Annual
Meeting
MLA awards the Kevin Freeman
Travel Grant to students, recent graduates, or other colleagues who are
new to the profession for support to
attend the MLA annual meetings. For
the recent 2008 meeting in Newport,
Rhode Island, the Freeman recipients
were Katharine Chandler, Laurie
Lake, Anne Shelley, and David
Winjum.
Katharine (Kasey) Chandler is
currently in her second year at the
Free Library of Philadelphia, where
she has been on the staff of the
Music and the Rare Books departments. She received her M.L.S. in
2006 from the University of Illinois in
Champaign-Urbana and held a graduate assistantship in the Music
Library. Her A.B. is from Smith
College, where she worked at the
Werner Josten Library for the
Performing Arts. She is also a professional choral singer.
Laurie Lake has recently been
named Director of the Fennell Music
Library at the Interlochen Center for
the Arts. She is completing her M.L.S.
degree from Indiana University, and
holds the B.M. in flute from Northwestern University. She was the enM L A Newsletter • No. 152

sembles circulation supervisor at
Indiana University’s Cook Music
Library, and has also held performance librarian positions with the
Honolulu Symphony and the Aspen
Music Festival and School. Currently
she serves as Vice President of the
Major Orchestra Librarians’ Association (MOLA).
continued on page 16

of reason. In his leadership of MLA,
his advocacy for excellence in music
cataloging, selfless education of students, and unwavering sense of justice has been an inspiration to us all.”

Mr. Papakhian is a graduate of
Western Michigan University and
Head of Technical Services at
Indiana University’s William and
Gayle Cook Music Library. He served
on the MLA Board of Directors as a
Member-at-Large and as Executive
Secretary. In 1992, he received MLA’s
Special Achievement Award for his
role in creating the MLA-L discussion
list, and in 2002 the Richard S. Hill
publication award for “Cataloging” in
‘Music Librarianship at the Turn of
the Century,’ Notes, Vol. 56, no. 3,
(2000). He has also been honored by
Music OCLC Users Group (MOUG),
receiving the Distinguished Service
Award in 2005.
MLA awards the Citation on the
recommendation of its Nominating
Committee, with the approval of the
Board of Directors. Citation recipients
become lifetime Honorary Members.

Freeman Award winners Laurie Lake, David Winjum, Anne Shelley, Kasey
Chandler.
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2008 Research Awards Announced
Kenneth Calkins
MLA Publicity Officer
At the annual meeting in Newport, MLA announced the recipients
of its research awards.
The Carol June Bradley Award
supports studies that involve the history of music libraries or special collections. The 2008 award goes to
Jocelyn Arem for a multifaceted
research project on the Caffe Lena
collection at the Library of Congress’
American Folklife Center. The Caffe
Lena, in Saratoga Springs, New York,
was started in 1960 and is widely
recognized as the oldest continuously running coffee house in this
country. Ms. Arem is researching its
social and political impact on the
1960s folk revival movement. She is
currently in the Curriculum in Folklore program at the University of
North Carolina.
The Dena Epstein Award supports research in archives or libraries
internationally on any aspect of
American music. This year there are
two recipients: Steven Robert
Swayne and Nikos Pappas.
Steven
Robert
Swayne,
Associate Professor of Music at Dartmouth College, will complete a book
for the first comprehensive study of
the life, times, and music of William
Schuman (1910–1992). Currently, his
working title for the book is Orpheus
in Manhattan: William Schuman and

the Shaping of America’s Musical
Life. Prof. Swayne has conducted a
significant amount of research at The
New York Public Library on the
William Schuman papers. The award
enables his travel to the Library of
Congress to study the composer’s papers and music manuscripts there.
Nikos Pappas is a doctoral candidate in musicology at the University of Kentucky. His project is
Sacred Music Tune Index of TransAppalachian and Southern Antebellum Source Material (1760–1870).
It involves documentation of the
tune repertories and their musical
performance, composition, and dissemination to the American West and
South from the Eastern Seaboard.
Sources for the project include surviving publications and manuscript
compilations of hymn tunes, printed

collections of text-only hymnals, supplementary descriptions of performance in journals and newspapers,
and diaries.
The Walter Gerboth Award is
for members of MLA who are in the
first five years of their professional library careers to assist research-inprogress in music or music librarianship. Kristine Nelsen received this
year’s award for research toward a
study of the working musicians of
the Las Vegas showrooms and
lounges from the 1950’s through the
1970’s. She will compile an online
annotated discography of recording
sessions and prepare articles and
papers providing an overview of
musical life in Las Vegas. Ms. Nelsen
is currently a part-time Youth Services
Librarian at the Loussac Library in
Anchorage, Alaska.

Election of Five Board Members Announced
Kenneth Calkins,
Publicity Officer
MLA announced the election of
four new Board of Directors members and re-election of the Recording
Secretary at its 2008 national meeting
in Newport, Rhode Island. The VicePresident/President-Elect is Ruthann
Boles McTyre (University of Iowa).
Karen R. Little (University of Louisville) will serve a second term as

Recording Secretary. The new
Members-at-Large are Paul Cary
(Baldwin-Wallace College), Lois
Kuyper-Rushing (Louisiana State
University), and Nancy Lorimer
(Stanford University).
Ruthann Boles McTyre (VicePresident/President-Elect) is Head of
the Rita Benton Music Library at the
University of Iowa. Previously at
Baylor University, she was Head of
continued on next page

Four Receive Travel Grants continued . . .
continued from page 15
Anne Shelley is completing an
M.A. in Library and Information
Science at the University of Iowa,
where she has a graduate assistantship and is a circulation supervisor at
the Rita Benton Music Library. Her
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B.M. is in music education from
Iowa State University. She enjoys
participating in choral ensembles.
David Winjum is in the dual
M.L.I.S. and M.M. (musicology) program at Dominican University and
Northwestern University. He is a cir-

culation student monitor for the
Music Library at Northwestern and
also has an internship at Roosevelt
University’s Performing Arts Library.
His B.M. is in music recording technology from Lebanon Valley College
in Annville, Pennsylvania.
M L A Newsletter • No. 152

MLA News

Awards for Outstanding Publications Presented
MLA announced its annual publications awards at the 2008 meeting
in Newport, Rhode Island. Publications are considered during the year
following their imprint date.
The Vincent H. Duckles Award
for the best book-length bibliography or other research tool in music:
Diccionario de la Zarzuela:
España e Hispanoamérica. Under the
direction of Emilio Casares Rodicio.
2nd edition in 2 volumes. Madrid:
Instituto Complutense de Ciencias
Musicales, 2006.
The musical stage works known
as zarzuelas remain relatively ob-

scure in North America. However, by
its sheer volume of 2087 pages, the
Diccionario de la Zarzuela affirms
the importance of this genre on the
Iberian peninsula and throughout
the Spanish-speaking Americas. With
entries for composers, performers,
countries, and individual zarzuelas,
the Diccionario provides a wealth of
detail from a cadre of experts, and
bibliographies and discographies at
the end of articles point to even
more information in the field. Even
the sepia-toned illustrations throughout the Diccionario recall readers to
the heyday of the zarzuela in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth cen-

turies. It is expected to remain an essential reference tool on the zarzuela
for many years to come.
The Richard S. Hill Award for
the best article on music librarianship
or article of a music-bibliographic
nature:
James Deaville, “Publishing Paraphrases and Creating Collectors:
Friedrich Hofmeister, Franz Liszt, and
the Technology of Popularity,” in
Franz Liszt and His World, ed.
Christopher H. Gibbs and Dana
Gooley. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006, 255–288.
continued on page 18

Election of Five Board Members continued . . .
continued from previous page
the Crouch Music and Fine Arts
Library, while also serving as Associate Director for Organizational Development and Planning towards the
end of her tenure there. She holds an
M.L.S. from the University of North
Texas and M.M. (Vocal Performance)
and B.M. (Music Education) from
Southern Methodist University. Her
publications include Library Resources for Singers, Coaches, and
Accompanists: an Annotated Bibliography, 1970–1997 (Greenwood,
1998), “Source Readings” in Music
Reference and Research Materials
(5th ed., Schirmer, 1997), and “Music
in Britain in the 1890s” in The 1890s:
an Encyclopedia of British Literature,
Art, and Culture (Garland, 1993).
Among her MLA service, Ms. McTyre
has been a Member-at-Large (2004–
2006), chair of the Development
Committee (2001–2004; 2006–2007),
Program Chair (Louisville, 2000),
chair of the Reference and Public
Service Committee (1996–1999), the
M L A Newsletter • No. 152

moderator for annual meeting open
forums including “Ask MLA” (2000–
2003) and “Hot Topics” (2005–2008),
and a member of the Nominating
Committee (2006), the Education
Committee (2000–2004), and the Ad
Hoc Committee for Chapter Evaluation (Plan 2001) (1997–1999).
Throughout her career she has participated in regional chapters SEMLA,
TEMLA, and then the Midwest, chairing local arrangements committees
for all three chapters. In past years,
she was also active in MOUG, most
recently as Chair (2002–2004) and
Past-Chair (2005).

Karen R. Little (Recording
Secretary) is Director of the Dwight
Anderson Music Library at the University of Louisville, where she had
been the Assistant Head. Before
coming to Louisville, she was
Assistant Head at the University of
Virginia Music Library. Her M.L.S. and
M.M. (Music History and Literature)
are from Indiana University, and her
B.A. (Mathematics, Music) is from
Oberlin College. She is co-author of
Grawemeyer Award for Music
Composition: The First Twenty Years
(MLA/Scarecrow, 2007), compiler of
continued on page 19

Our Thanks
We wish to thank everyone who made this issue possible. Our special
thanks go to Michael Ochs, for his remembrance of Suki Sommer, and to
Christine Hoffman, for her photograph of Suki. We are also indebted to
Gerry Szymanski, who provided most of the photos for this issue. And,
of course, we thank all the contributors who took time to write reports of
sessions in Newport.
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MLA News
Awards for Outstanding Publications continued . . .
continued from page 17
Detailed and engaging, Deaville’s article offers a new look into
the symbiotic links between composer, performer and publisher, and
how these relationships functioned
in the world of nineteenth-century
commerce. Supported by pathbreaking work with unpublished
letters and previously inaccessible
business records, Deaville explores
how one publisher, Friedrich Hofmeister of Leipzig, both responded
to and helped create the nineteenthcentury Liszt craze. His study clarifies
and augments our understanding of
early Liszt publishing practices, of

19th century German music collecting, and of how one particular publisher, Hofmeister, met the emerging
cultural needs of the time.
The Eva Judd O’Meara Award
for the best review published in
Notes:
John Wagstaff. Review of
Katharine Ellis’s Interpreting the
Musical Past: Early Music in
Nineteenth-Century France (Oxford
University Press, 2005). Notes 63,
no. 2 (December 2006), 355–58.
John Wagstaff ’s perceptive observations about French cultural preoccupations serve as an effective

New Members
We welcome many new or returning members this
month!
American Institute of Musicology, Middleton, WI
Roger Anderson, University of Kansas
Sarah Joy Anderson, The U.S. Army Field Band
Sue Bergren, Naperville, IL
Sarah Engledow Brown, University of Houston
Deborah Bruce, Hartwick College
Sam Brylawski, University of California Santa Barbara
Katie Ruth Buehner, Denton, TX
Christie Margaret Cabrera, Navy Band Northeast
Amy Marie Castillo, Texas Christian University
D. Kim Croft, Everett, WA
Robert S. Deland, Vandercook College of Music
Robert Edward Eaton, Pasadena City College
Willhem Echevarria, Philadelphia, PA
Jennie Ferris, Montpelier, VT
Rachel Sarah Fox von Swearingen, Boston
Conservatory
Catherine Victoria Frank, Aaron Copland School of
Music
J. Margaret Frankenberger, Philadelphia, PA
Michael H Goldstein, Library of Congress
Janet Harper, Center for Black Music Research
Lynn Jaye Hizer, Waynesboro, VA
Sheila M. Hogg, Brown University
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framework for evaluating Ellis’s
study. Politics and music intertwine
as he skillfully summarizes the
book’s content, and his commentary
reveals a sophisticated understanding
of the subject at hand. Wagstaff relates Ellis’s book to her previous
work in this area, investing his review with the advantage of a deeper
perspective. By contrasting historiographical method in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century music studies, he
offers a starting point for further discussion. Moreover, his engaging writing makes this review a pleasure to
read.

Pamela M. Howie, University of Virginia
Sarah Philbrick Hunter, Boston University
David S. Iversen, Minot State University
Ross Kaires, Australian Sheet Music
Kenneth Kauffman, Westminster Choir College
Mary Kay Keesling, Pasco County Public Library
Kathleen M. Loebig, Seattle, WA
Karla M. Massia, University of Central Missouri
Elizabeth Farrell McCraw, Bloomington, IN
Jennifer G. Olson, University of Hartford
Charlotte C. Olson, University of Alabama–Huntsville
Amanda Pilmer, Fairfax County Public Schools
Heather J. Pretty, Memorial University of Newfoundland
Allison Rea, University of California, Berkeley
Raymond T. Schmidt, Wellesley College
Jenny Jo Smilovitz, The Boston Conservatory
Laura W. Speer, University of Central Arkansas
Janet L. Spongberg, Smith College
Matthew Chris Stock, University of Oklahoma
Garth L. Tardy, University of Missouri–Kansas City
Kirsti S. Thomas, Saint Martin’s University
Ilana Tolkoff, Syosset, NY
Jennifer A. Ward, Northwestern University
Sarah D. Willis, Woodside, NY
James Emerson Wintle, University of North Texas
Synae Yoon, New York Public Library for the
Performing Arts
Lisa B. Zeidenberg, Brandeis University
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Beyond MLA
Nominations Being Accepted for MOUG Distinguished Service Award
Nominations are now being accepted for the 2009 Music OCLC
Users Group (MOUG) Distinguished
Service Award. This award recognizes and honors someone who has
made significant professional contributions to music users of OCLC. The
MOUG Executive Board selects a recipient based on nominations received from the MOUG membership.
Eligibility for nomination is as
follows:
• Nominees must have made
professional
contributions
which significantly address the
needs and concerns of musicoriented users of OCLC’s
products and services.
• Nominees may be MOUG
members, but membership
in the organization is not a
requirement.
• The nomination must be accompanied by a statement that
provides supporting evidence
of the nominee’s qualifications.
Nominations should be sent to
Neil Hughes at the address below by
e-mail or U.S. Mail. Nominations and
accompanying statements must be
postmarked no later than June 30,
2008 and must be received no later
than July 14, 2008. The Executive
Board will select an award recipient
at its fall meeting.
The award recipient will receive
an engraved plaque containing an
inscription recognizing his or her
special contribution to the field,
complimentary registration for the
MOUG meeting at which the award
is being presented, and a lifetime
complimentary
membership
to
MOUG.
Past recipients of this award are
Charles M. “Chuck” Herrold, Jr.
(2007; Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh), Bettie Jean Harden (2006;
University of North Texas), Ralph
M L A Newsletter • No. 152

Papakhian and Sue Stancu (joint recipients, 2005; Indiana University),
Jay Weitz (2004; OCLC, Inc.), Judy
Weidow (2003; University of Texas),
and Kay Burnett (2002; Smith
College).
For more information about
MOUG, please visit http://www
.musicoclcusers.org/. Questions
and nominations can be sent to:

Neil Hughes
MOUG Past Chair
Head, Music Cataloging
University of Georgia Libraries
Main Library
Cataloging Department
Athens, GA 30602-1641
nhughes@uga.edu
Voice: 706-542-1554; Fax: 706-542-4144

Election of Five Board Members continued . . .
continued from page 17
Notes: An Index to Volumes 1–50
(MLA/Scarecrow, 1995), and the
author of Frank Bridge: A BioBibliography (Greenwood, 1991).
She continues a long tenure on the
Notes editorial staff. Returning as
MLA’s Recording Secretary, she has
been chair of the Publications Committee (2002–2006), Local Arrangements co-chair (Louisville, 2000), and
chair of the Bibliographic Control
Committee Subcommittee on MARC
Formats (1992–1998). She has also
been active in the Midwest Chapter,
ALA, and MOUG.
Paul Cary (Member-at-Large) is
Director of the Jones Music Library at
Baldwin-Wallace College. He served
previously as Public Services and
Electronic Resources Librarian at The
Cleveland Institute of Music, where
he received the B.M. and M.M. degrees in Trombone Performance. His
M.L.S. is from Simmons College. He
is the co-author of “Information
Literacy Instructional Objectives for
Undergraduate Music Students” in
Notes (2006). Among his speaking
engagements, he was a guest lecturer at the Kent State University
School of Library and Information
Science (1993–1996). For MLA, he is
the editor of Digital Media Reviews
for Notes, chair of the Reference and

Public Services Committee (2005– ),
and a former chair of the Bibliographic Instruction Subcommittee
(2001–2005).
Lois Kuyper-Rushing (Memberat-Large) is Head of the Carter Music
Resources Center at Louisiana State
University. Her previous position
was Music Cataloger at Kansas State
University. She holds an M.L.I.S.
from Louisiana State University, M.M.
and D.M.A. in Oboe Performance
from Louisiana State University, and
B.M. from Central College in Pella,
Iowa. Her publications include
“Music Libraries: Centralization vs.
Decentralization” in College & Research Libraries (2002), “A Formal
Mentoring Program in a University
Library: Report of the Pilot Project”
in Journal of Academic Librarianship (2001), and “Identifying
Uniform Core Journal Titles for
Music Libraries: A Dissertation
Citation Study” in College and
Research Libraries (1999). For MLA,
she has been a Program Chair
(Memphis, 2006), a member of the
Nominating Committee (2001), in
charge of conference registration
(New Orleans, 1997), chair of the
Education Committee (1997–2001),
and chair of the SEMLA chapter
(1998–1999).
continued on page 20
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Announcements
Members’ Publications
Please send citations for items published or premiered
in the past calendar year to the column editor, Gary
Boye, via e-mail or snail mail at the address below.
Please follow the citation style employed below. You
must be a current MLA member to submit citations.
Dr. Gary R. Boye
Appalachian State University
Music Library, Box 32026
Boone, NC 28608-2026
boyegr@appstate.edu
Articles and Chapters
Hartsock, Ralph (University of North Texas)
“Strong, George Templeton,” in Home Front Heroes: A
Biographical Dictionary of Americans During Wartime,
edited by Benjamin F. Shearer (Westport, Connecticut:
Greenwood Press, 2007), 789–790.
“Crosby, Frances Jane ‘Fanny’,” in Women in the American Civil War: An Encyclopedia, edited by Lisa Tendrich
Frank (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-CLIO, 2007), 192–193.
“Felton, Rebecca Latimer,” in Women in the American
Civil War: An Encyclopedia, edited by Lisa Tendrich
Frank (Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-CLIO, 2007), 261–262.
“Griffing, Josephine,” in Women in the American Civil
War: An Encyclopedia, edited by Lisa Tendrich Frank
(Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-CLIO, 2007), 309–310.
“Keckley, Elizabeth,” in Women in the American Civil
War: An Encyclopedia, edited by Lisa Tendrich Frank,
(Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-CLIO, 2007), 361–362.

Moore, Tom (Duke University)
“An Interview with Alexandre Schubert,” BrazilMax
(September
2007).
http://musicabrasileira.org/
alexandreschubert/.
“An Interview with Jose Orlando Alves,” Musica
Brasileira (October 2007). http://musicabrasileira.org/
joseorlandoalves/
“An Interview with Rodney Waschka II,” 21st-Century
Music 14:12 (December 2007): 1–8 .
“Tom Moore Interviews Dimitri Cervo,” Opera Today
( January 2008). http://www.operatoday.com/content/
2008/01/tom_moore_inter_3.php
Tom Moore Interviews Frederick Carrilho, Opera Today
(December 2007). http://www.operatoday.com/content/
2007/12/tom_moore_inter_2.php
“Tom Moore Interviews Marisa Rezende,” Opera Today
(November 2007). http://www.operatoday.com/content/
2007/11/tom_moore_inter_1.php
“Tom Moore Interviews Nikolai Brucher,” Opera Today
(November 2007). http://www.operatoday.com/content/
2007/11/tom_moore_inter.php
Moulton-Gertig, Suzanne L. (University of Denver)
“Music Research,” in Research within the Disciplines:
Foundations for Reference and Library Instruction, by
Keeran, Peggy, Suzanne Moulton-Gertig, Michael Levine
Clark, Nonny Schlotzhauer, Esther Gil, Christopher A.
Brown, Joseph Kraus, Carrie Forbes, and Jennifer
Bowers. (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2007), 32–60.

Election of Five Board Members continued . . .
continued from page 19
Nancy Lorimer (Member-atLarge) is Head of Music Technical
Services at the Stanford University
Music Library, where she was previously a Cataloger & Acquisitions
Librarian. Her M.L.I.S. and B.Mus.
(Music History) are from the University of Western Ontario, and her
M.M. in Musicology is from the University of Edinburgh. She pursued
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doctoral studies in musicology at the
University of Chicago, where she
worked as a Rare Books assistant.
Her research and publications have
largely focused on medieval music,
including papers presented at the
International Medieval Congress
(1995, 1993) and the American Musicological Society conference (1993).
She is a member of the Joint MLA/
RBMS Task Group for Developing

Rules for Rare Music Cataloging
(1999– ). Formerly for MLA, she was
chair of the Bibliographic Control
Committee (2004–2008), MLA representative to ALCTS CC:DA (2000–
2004), chair of the Bibliographic Control Committee Subcommittee on
Descriptive Cataloging (2000–2004), a
member of the Nominating Committee
(2001), and chair of the Northern
California Chapter (1999–2000).
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Announcements
Transitions
Our best wishes to all those pursuing new opportunities.
Aaron Bittel, Ethnomusicology Archive Librarian,
University of California, Los Angeles
Bonna Boettcher, Assistant Convention Manager/
Convention Manager, MLA
Ashlie Conway, Music Librarian for Audio & Digital
Services, University of South Carolina
Kathryn Coyle, Technical Services Librarian, The
University of the Arts
Christianna English, Associate, Music Administration,
Jazz at Lincoln Center
Corinne Forstot, Assistant Librarian, San Francisco
Conservatory of Music
Michelle Hahn, Librarian I/II (Music Cataloger),
Southern Methodist University
Jon Haupt, Librarian I/II, Music and Media Librarian,
Southern Methodist University
Jonathan Hiam, Head of American Music Collection,
NYPL for the Performing Arts

Rebecca Koblick, Music Librarian, The City College,
CUNY
Laurie Lake, Head–Music Library, Interlochen Center
for the Arts
James Mason, Technical Services Librarian, University
of Toronto Faculty of Music
Renée McBride, Publicity & Outreach Officer, Music
Library Association
Robinson McClellan, Music Librarian, The Kaufman
Center
Janet Parker, Library Cataloger, CBMR Search,
Columbia College, Chicago
Erica Scheinberg, Librarian–Part Time, Rider University
Raymond Schmidt, Cataloging/Metadata Specialist/
Librarian, Wellesley College
Laura Snyder, Music Librarian, University of Alberta
Ruth Tucker, Ward Project Music Cataloger, Harvard
University
Lisa Zeidenberg, RIS Librarian (Arts and Culture
Librarian), Brandeis University

The Poster Sessions generate crowds and discussion.
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